
HEALTH CURRICULUM PHILOSOPHY 

Monroe School District is committed to delivering a 
comprehensive health curriculum that will empower 
students to live healthy lives as they learn to make 
responsible personal and social decisions. We believe 
that positive health behaviors will optimize physical, 
mental, emotional and social .growth maximizing 
student ability to learn. 
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Monroe Public Schools 

Teacher Guidelines for Responding to Sexuality Questions 

** K-4 ** 

Formal instruction regarding human growth and development begins in Grade Four. IllV/AIDS 
instruction begins in Gracie Five. Information-seeking questions asked prior to this time may be 
answered in the classroom setting as the teacher deems appropriate. If the teacher determines 
that the topic is not developmentally appropriate for class discussion or is of individual interest 
only, the question will be answered privately or the concern referred to the parents, guidance 
specialist, nurse or principal. 

It is important to keep in mind that parents and families are the primary sexuality ed~cators of 
their children. 

1. Try to understand the meaning behind the question. Listening includes watching for 
nonverbal cues and asking for clarification when you aren't sure you understand what 
information is requested. 

• information-seeking or general curiosity? 
• anxiety for personal welfare? 
• anxiety for the welfare ofparents, siblings, relatives or friends? 
• solution seeking? 
• seeking reaction from adults? 
• specific·psychological need? 

2. Answer the question in a manner that is developmentally appropriate. 

3. Answer the question honestly and concisely. Provide· factual information and refer the 
student to a trusted adult, i.e., parent(s), other family member, or clergy. 

4. Avoid over-answering the question. Start with simplest explanation. 

5. Admit ifyou don't know the answer. Refer student to the appropriate resource. 

6. Check to see ifstudent understands the answer. 

Approved by Board of Directors on 2/28/00 cheri/word/curric/healthnotes 3/30/00 



Monroe Public Schools 

Guidelines for Responding to Young Children '.s 
Questions About AIDS 

"An issue as big as AIDS will touch the awareness of children of all ages, whether or not they 
are told about it directly by their parents or teache~s. On television and the radio, in 
conversations of adults around them, in playground interactions with peers and with older 
children, in the newspaper as they begin to read--children hear about AIDS. And since they hear 
about it, children also have questions ... " Marcia Quackenbush 

Formal instruction regarding IIlV/AIDS begins in Grades Five. · This guide is designed for the 
sole purpose of providing background information for use in facilitating questions posed by 
younger elementary students, and is not intended to be incorporated into direct classroom· 
instruction in Grades K-4. 

Goals in responding to questions: 

1. Alleviate fear by helping children to understand AIDS in a manner appropriate to their 
developmental age. 

• keep explanations simple 
• clarify more general and essential concepts rather than address specific points of 

medical accuracy. 

2. Provide knowledge that complements existing student learning objectives in laying a 
careful foundation of understanding for more sophisticated explanations of AIDS arid 
other health issues in later years. 

• Education regarding communicable disease transmission and prevention facilitates an 
understanding of basic concepts: definition of germs and their role in causing 
disease, distinction between diseases that are communicable · yersus 
noncommunicable and organisms that are airborne versus bloodbome. 

• Monroe School District Health Curriculum teaches children behaviors that promote 
personal wellness and skills in decision making, both fundamental to AIDS 
prevention. 

Specific Content in Discussing AIDS: 

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) states that AIDS information for early elementary 
grades, "should be designed to allay excessive fears of the epidemic and ofbecoming infected", 
with focus on the following points: 

1. AIDS is a disease that is causing some adults to get very sick but it does not commonly 
affect children. 

2. AIDS is very hard to get. You cannot get it by just being near or touching someone who 
has it. 

3. Scientists all over the world are working hard to find a way to stop people from getting 
AIDS and to cure those who have it. 

Approved by Board of Directors on 7/18/94 cheri/word/curric/healthnotea 06/()2/00 



Response to Individual Questions 

What is AIDS? 
AIDS is a very serious disease that some people get. Fortunately, it is also a very hard 
disease to get. You can't get it as easily as you get colds or flu. We're glad for that. The 
AIDS germ has to find a way to get from an infected person directly into another person's 
bloodstream. That's not an easy thing to do. 

The AIDS germ doesn't float in the air and it isn't very strong. It can't live outside of a 
person's body. You can't get the AIDS germ by: 

- having someone cough or sneeze near you 
- sharing books, pencils, drinking from a drinking fountain 
- eating in cafeterias and restaurants 
- riding on busses 
- playing with someone 

Where did AIDS come from? 
We arenit always exactly sure where the AIDS germ came from. Germs and the diseases that 
they cause have come and gone throughout history. We're lucky that this virus is hard to 
get! 

Will the AIDS germ kill everyone? 
No, humans have lived through many epidemics. No single disease has made everyone sick. 
Besides, AIDS is hard to get. It can be prevented. · 

Is it safe to be around someone with AIDS? 
Yes, it is perfectly safe. You can talk to and hug someone with AIDS. You can eat together, 
watch TV together, and do anything you would do with your friends, and not catch the 
AIDS germ. 

Why is there AIDS? 
That's a hard question to answer. There are many mysteries in science. Researchers spend 
their lives looking for. clues to mysteries, and scientists all over the world are working hard 
to find a cure for AIDS. 

What is a Germ? 
A germ is a special kind of living thing that is so tiny you can't see it. It doesn't look like any 
of the animals or plants we can see--not like a bird, or a dog, or a flower. There are all 
different kinds of germs. Germs can live inside of our bodies, but most germs don't hurt 
people at all. However, some germs can make people sick. When you have a cold, it is 
caused by a germ. · 

Sometimes we tell you to wash your hands, even when they look perfectly clean. That's 
because you might have germs on your hands that you can't see. Germs wash off with soap 
and water, and this helps you stay healthy. 

Responses excerpted and/or modified from the following resources: 

Quackenbush, Marcia, and Villarreal, Sylvia. 
"Does AIDS Hurt?" Santa Cruz: Network Publications, 1988. 

Downer, Ann, "Ideas for Talking to Your Children About AIDS". The AIDS Crisis: Guidelines 
for School District. Washington Association of School Administrators. 

Monroe Public Schools 
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Monroe Public Schools 

GUIDELINES FOR RESPONDING TO STUDENT QUESTIONS 
(adopted from Family Living and Sexual Health) 

F.L.A.S.H. 

Value Questions 

Sometimes students ask directly about right and wrong ( e.g. "How old should a person be to have 
a baby?") and other times they ask fact questions that have value components. In either case, we 
recommend this protocol for responding: 

1. AFFIRM THE ASKER. 

"Good question." 
"I'm glad you asked." 
"A lot of people wonder that." 
"That's an important issue." 

2. IDENTIFY IT AS A BELIEF QUESTION. 

"That's a belief question, not a fact question." or ~'That's partly a belief question." 

3. ANSWER THE FACTUAL PART, IF THERE IS ONE. 

"You asked how old a person should be to have a baby. First let's look at the facts. The 
healthiest age, for mother and baby, is the 20's and early 30's." 

4. HELP THE CLASS DESCRIBE THE RANGE OF BELIEFS .. NOT THEIRS, BUT 
SOCIETY'S. 

"Different people believe different things about when a person is ready to be a parent. What 
do you think some people believe? 

Note: Make sure a variety ofviewpoints are described. This may mean adding some the class 
doesn't think of. 

5. OPTIONAL: STATE YOUR OWN BELIEF ... ifit's a relatively universally held belief. 

"As long as you asked my opinion I don't think it would be fair or smart to have a baby at 
your age ... 12 or 13 years old." 

6. REFER TO PARENTS, CLERGY AND OTHER TRUSTED ADULTS. 

"Why don't you check with your family tonight. Find out what your folks believe about that, 
or what your church or synagogue or temple teaches, ifyou belong to one." 

------ • 1996 • Family-Planning Program • Seattle King County • Department ofPublic Health ------



F.L.A.S.H. 

Requests for Information 

Ifyou know the answer, fine. Ifnot, it's okay to say "I don't know," and then refer the student to the 
appropriate source. 

Are there some values issues within the context ofthe questions? Ifyes, make sure various points ofview 
are presented. 

Is the question, although informational, one which you consider inappropriate for classroom discussion? 
Problems can be avoided ifyou established in the context ofthe class ground rules, and agreement such as: 
"All questions are valid. However, I will have to make the final decision about the appropriateness ofeach 

question for total class discussion. Ifyou tum in a question anonymously which I choose not to answer, it 
is not because it is a bad questions. I may feel that it is not of interest to all students or that I am not 
prepared to lead a class discussion around that issue. Please see me at the end of class ifthis happens so 
that I can try to answer your question privately. 

"Am I Normal" Questions 

These questions generally focus on adolescent concerns about their bodies and the emotional and physical 
changes they are experiencing. 

Validate their concern, e.g., "Many young people worry ~at... " and provide information about what they 
can expect to happen during the adolescent years. 

Refer these to parents, clergy, family physician, community resources, school counselor for further 
discussions, if appropriate. 

Pennission-Seeking Questions 

These come in two common forms, and may seek your permission to participate in a particular behavior, 
e.g. "Is it normal...?" or Did you ... when you were growing up?" 

Avoid the use ofthe word "normal" when answering questions. Normal for some is morally unsanctionable 
for others. Present what is known medically, legally, etc. (the facts) and discuss the moral, religious and 
emotional implications, making sure all points ofview are covered. Refer to parents and clergy for 
discussion ofmoral/religious questions. 

Establish in the content of class ground rules, an agreement related to discussion ofpersonal behavior, such 
as: "No discussion ofpersonal behavior during class." Ifand when you get a question about your personal 
behavior, you can remind students ofthis ground rule and redirect the discussion to one ofthe pros and 
cons (religious, moral, medical, emotional, legal, interpersonal, etc.) ofthe particular behavior in question. 
Again, refer students to parents and clergy for further discussion ofmoral/religious questions. 

Shock Questions 

Again, remind students ofthe class ground rule related to appropriate questions for classroom discussion. 
Sometimes the shock comes not from the content of the question, but the vocabulary utilized. You can 
reword the question to defuse it, especially ifyou have previously established in the context of class ground 
rules, a rule related to vocabulary, such as: "In this class I will be trying to balance two conflicting goals: 
I want to communicate with you. Sometimes you may not know the correct word for something you have 
questions about. Use whatever word you know to ask that question and I will answer using the standard 
(medical/tasteful) word." 

This page was reprinted, with permission, from Beyond Reproduction: Tips and Techniques for Teaching 
Sensitive Family Life Education Issues, published by Network Publications, a division ofETR Associates, 1983, 
Santa Cruz, CA 
------- • 1996 • Family-Planning Program • Seattle King County • Department ofPublic Health -------



Monroe Public Schools 

Instructor Guidelines For Responding To Topics 
In Human Sexuality and IDV/AIDS Instruction 

(Grades 4-12) 

NOTE: When addressing issues ofa sensitive nature always respond within the framework ofthe 
attached ''F.L.AS.H. Guidelines for Responding to Student Questions". 

HUMAN SEXUALITY 

Conditions 

Grade 4/5/6 Gender separate discussions when content specific to reproductive system 
functions and structures. 

Grade 7/8/10 Co-educational discussions. Gender separate question and answer sessions 
encouraged when. possible. Discussions about anatomical structures will relate to 
life skills understanding offunctions of reproductive system. 

HIV/AIDS PREVENTION 

Conditions 

Grade 4 Not appropriate for class discussion. 
Children's Questions About AIDS 

See Guidelines for Responding to Young 

Grade 5/6 Gender separate discussions when content specific to modes of transmission 
and reproductive system functions and structures. Gender separate question 
and answer ~ions 

Grade 7-12 Co-educational instruction 
Condom demonstration for grade 8 gender separate only. Gender separate 
question and answer ses.gon encouraged when possible. 

Approved by Board of Directors on 2/28/00 cheri/word/curric/healthnotes 05/10/00 



ABSTINENCE 

Conditions 

Grade4 Not appropriate for class discussion. See ~Teacher Guidelines for Responding 
to Sexuality Questions ... Elementary Students." 

Grade 5 Respond to student questions only using definition and referral to range of 
beliefs and support system. See "F.L.A.S.H. Guidelines for Responding to 
Student Questions." Gender separate 

Grade6 Definition introduced in context ofHIV/AIDS discussion.·Gender separate 

Defmition: Abstinence is refraining from something; not participating in sexual 
behavior or the use ofalcohol or other drugs. 

Grade 7-12 Discussion occurs in the context ofsexual decision making. Co-educational 
discussions. 

Defmition: Abstinence is refraining from sexual intercourse (vaginal, oral and anal). 
Abstinence is 100% effective in preventing pregnancy and transmission ofa sexually 
transmitted disease, including the sexual transmission ofHIV. Abstinence from sexual 
intercourse is the wisest and healthiest choice for teenagers. People can show affection 
and caring for others without being sexually active. 

It is recognized that most people will be sexually active at some time in their lifetime. 
Sexual intercourse is an important part ofmost people's lives as a way to show strong 
affection and to create a new life. Having sexual intercourse, or not having sexual 
intercourse, is a choice. Many people decide that choosing to delay having intercourse 
until they are adults is the best decision. 

MONOGAMY 

Conditions 

Grade 7-12 Definition: Two people who have sexual intercourse only with each other in a long
term committed relationship, typically represented by marriage. 

Every time two people have sexual intercourse they risk direct exposure from 
each other, and indirect exposure from everyone his/her partner has ever had 
sexual intercourse with. The practice of serial monogamy, faithfulness to a 
single partner for short periods of time, carries high risk of sexually transmitted 
disease exposure. Co-educational discussions 



SEXUAL INTERCOURSE 

Conditions 

Grade 4 Not appropriate for class discussion See "Teacher Guidelines for Responding to 
Sexuality Questions... Elementary Students" to guide decisions in responding to 
individual student questions. 

Grade 5 Definition will be introduced within the context oflilV/AIDS instruction as one ofthe 
ways the AIDS virus can get into aperson's body. Gender separate 

Defmition: "Sexual union between a man and a woman when the penis is inserted into 
the vagina. 11 Definition will expand as developmental age ofstudent increases. Gender 
separate 

Grade6-7 Definition will be provided within the context ofIDV/AIDS instruction as risk behavior 
for transmitting IIlV. Sexual intercourse is discussed as an important part of most 
adults' lives as a way to show strong affection and to create a new life. Sexual 
intercourse is worth waiting for until you are an adult. Sexual intercourse is 
emphasized as a very special relationship between two people, involving adult decisions 
and responsibilities. 

Religious/spiritual beliefs and ·individual and family values may discourage or 
disapprove of intercourse outside of marriage. Talking to a trusted adult such as a 
family member or spiritual leader may be helpful in deciding what is appropriate for 
you, as you grow older. Gender separate 

Defmition: "Sexual union between a man and a woman involving the insertion of a 
man's penis into a woman's vagina, resulting in the exchange ofsexual fluids." 

Grade 8-12 Co-educational discussions will occur within the context of STD (including lilV) 
transmission and prevention, and sexual decision-making. Focus will be on promoting 
committed, mutually monogamous, non-exploitive relationships with main emphasis on 
abstinence (i.e., choosing to delay sex). Risks of intercourse, i.e., physical and 
emotional, will be stressed. 

Sexual intercourse is emphasized as a very special relationship between two people, 
involving adult decisions and responsibilities. Religious/spiritual beliefs and individual 
and family values may discourage or disapprove of intercourse outside of marriage. 
Talking to a trusted aduh such as a family member or spiritual leader may be helpful in 
deciding what is appropriate for you, as you grow older. 

Definition: "Sexual contact between two people involving the insertion of a 
man's penis into a woman's vagina (vaginal intercourse), placement of the 
mouth on the genitals of another person (oral intercourse), or insertion of a 
man's penis into the anus of another person (anal intercourse). 



SEXUAL CONTACT 

Sexual contact: Sexual behavior involving contact ofgenitals with genitals or mouth with genitals 
(vaginal, anal and oral intercourse). Sexual contact may involve the risk ofpassing a sexually 
transmitted disease from one person to another even ifno penetration takes place. 

Grade 8-12 The term "sexual contact" will be used in discussions regarding sexual intercourse 
and sexual risk behaviors. 

CONDOM 

Conditions 

GradeK-4 Formal instruction begins in Grade 5. See "Teacher Guidelines for Responding to 
Sexuality Questions ... Elementary Students" and "Guidelines for Responding to 
Young Children's Questions About Condoms" to guide decisions in responding to 
individual student questions. 

Grade 5 Respond to student questions only if raised and within the context of lilV/AIDS 
lessons, as developmentally appropriate based upon the professional judgement of 
the teacher and the interest and maturity ofthe students. Gender-separate 

Definition: "A condom is worn on the genitals ofa man to decrease, but possibly 
not prevent, the risk of passing the AIDS virus and other diseases from one person 
to another during sexual intercourse. It could also be worn to decrease the chance 
of a woman becoming pregnant. A condom is made of thin balloon like material. 
If you find a condom, or something that looks like a condom, you should tell an 
adult and you should leave it alone because of the risk it could carry disease. 

Grade 6 Instruction will occur within the context of lilV/AIDS discussion. Gender
separate 

Definition as in Grade 5. It may be stated that a condom worn by a man during 
intercourse decreases, but may not prevent, the risk of passing sexual fluids from 
one person to another. 

Grade 7 Discussions will occur within the context of lilV/AIDS education and prevention 
of sexually transmitted diseases Co-educational or gender separate. 

Definition as in grade 8-12. 

Grade 8-12 Co-educational discussions will occur within the context oflilV/AIDS education, 
prevention of transmission of sexually transmitted diseases, and risks of teen 
pregnancy. 

Definition: "A condom is a protective covering made oflatex used by the male to 
cover the penis during sexual contact. A condom is used to reduce the risk of 



Conditions 

Grade4-7 

Grade 8 

Grade9 

Grade 10 

pregnancy and to reduce the risk of passing a sexually transmitted disease from 
one person to another during sexual contact. 

Wearing a condom during sexual contact significantly reduces, but may not 
prevent, the risk of pregnancy and STDs, including mv, when used consistently 
and correctly. When a male does not wear a condom a female condom can be 
another barrier method to reduce the risk of STDs and pregnancy if it is used 
consistently and correctly. The female condom is inserted into the vagina for 
collection of semen during sexual intercourse. The female condom is more 
difficult to use and less effective than the male condom for protection against 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. Condoms made of natural skin are 
not effective in protecting against STDs, including mv. 

Recognize that you have a right to say no to sexual contact. If you make a choice 
to participate in sexual risk behaviors, either now or in the future, always use a 
protective barrier. 

If a condom breaks during sexual contact those involved should consult a health 
care professional immediately to determine the risk of sexually transmitted disease. 
The most effective way to prevent sexual transmission of IIlV and other STDs is 
to abstain from sexual contact (vaginal, anal and oral). 

CONDOM DEMONSTRATION 

Condom demonstration will not take place. Condoms and other forms of barrier 
methods/birth control methods will not be demonstrated or shown to students. 

Condom demonstration will be presented by a physician, or by an approved video or as 
approved by the superintendent. 

Fingers or hand only will be used for the male condom demonstration. Male and 
female condoms will be shown to students by a physician, an approved video or as 
approved by the superintendent. Condom definitions will be provided within the 
context of the physician's or health educator's instruction Instruction will be Gender 
separate at grade 8 with co-educational discussion at the conclusion of the condom 
demonstration 

No condom demonstration will occur in grade 9 IIlV/STD prevention unit 

Co-educational or gender separate presentation for condom demonstration will be 
conducted by a health educator (i.e., physician, health teacher, school nurse or other 
licensed health professional with approval of the superintendent after consultation with 
the District's Health Curriculum Coordinator). A model as approved by the 
superintendent may be used for the male condom demonstration. Students may choose 
to practice the placement of a condom over their own fingers and/or those of a student 



Conditions 

Grade4 

Grade 5 

Grade6 

Grade7/8 

Grade 8/9 

Grade 10 

partner's fingers on a voluntary basis. A female condom may be shown to students by 
the health educator. 

MASTURBATION 

Not appropriate for class discussion. See "Teacher Guidelines for Responding to 
Sexuality Questions... Elementary Students" to guide decisions about responding to 
individual student questions. 

Respond to student questions as developmentally appropriate, based upon the 
professional judgement of the teacher and the interest and maturity of the students 
using only definition in grade 6. Refer to range ofbeliefs and support system. Gender 
separate 

Definition provided in response to student questions within context of puberty and 
human sexuality discussion. Gender separate 

Definition: "Touching one's genitalia (private parts) for sexual pleasure. Some people 
think that masturbation is all right to do as long as it is done privately. Other people 
think that mastuibation is not okay to do. Religious/spiritual beliefs and individual and 
family values may discourage the practice or disapprove ofmasturbation. Talking to a 
trusted adult such as a family member or spiritual leader may be helpful in deciding 
what is appropriate for you." 

Definition provided within the context of puberty/adolescence and human sexuality 
discussion. Co-educational 

Defmition: Same as grade 6 

Respond to student questions as appropriate using definition grade 6 

Discussion may occur within the context of adolescence and human sexuality 
discussions. Co-educational discuaions 

Defmition: Masturbation is sexual stimulation ofone's genitals that may lead to climax 
or orgasm. Some people think that masturbation is all right to do as long as it is done 
privately. Other people think that masturbation is not okay to do. 

Some people think that masturbation may be a safe alternative to sexual intercourse 
because it presents no risk of pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease. Religious 
beliefs and individual and family values may discourage or disapprove of the practice. 
Talking to a trusted adult such as a family member or spiritual leader may be helpful in 
deciding what is appropriate for you. 

Grade 11/12 Respond to student questions as appropriate using definition grade 10 Co-educational 
discussions 



APPROVED POSIDON STATEMENTS 

Acceptance of Differences and Divenity. 
The Monroe Public Schools recognizes that there are differences and diversity in all aspects of 

society, in individuals and in-groups. The American ideals of tolerance and democracy are 

demonstrated through the commitment to recognize differences and diversity by teaching children 

respect for others. Promoting awareness and education about differences and diversity in order to 

facilitate the healthy development ofall individuals is a commitment of the District. The Monroe 

Public Schools celebrates the enrichment that differences and diversity brings to its school 

community. 

Language is powerful in its ability to include or exclude individuals and groups. It is recognized 

that our role as educators is to respect and appreciate all persons, remaining neutral in our 

language so as not to exclude or promote individuals or groups. Tolerance is to be upheld in all 

settings and at all times. 

Statement on Individual Differences 
Grade 4-12 - Focus for all employees, students and families, at all grade levels will be on fostering 

respect for individual differences, avoidance of labeling and stereotyping, and recognition that all 

individuals are entitled to respect and protection from discrimination. 

Statement on Risky Behavion {STD/HIV Prevention Education} 

Discussions within the context of disease transmission and prevention will focus on risk-taking 

behaviors, not on high-risk groups. Instruction will emphasize that it is not "who you are" but 

"what you do" that places one at risk for getting infected with a sexually transmitted disease. 

Emphasis will remain on promoting abstinence and delaying onset of sexual activity. Sexual 

activity will be discussed in terms ofrecognizing degree ofrisk and reducing risky behaviors. 

Definition of Family 

The Monroe Public Schools recognizes that families are unique and important. A family is 

defined as "a group ofpeople related by blood, marriage or legal adoption. Family may also refer 

to members of common ancestry. Families are also defined as groups of people who live 

together, support each other, and meet each others needs in positive and healthy ways. 11 

_,_ - -~ , _____ _i , _____: - IL __ , ..1-__.,__ n,:11 n,nn 



Health 
Scope and Sequence 

4th Grade 

Unit 1, Nutrition (8 lessons+ Assessments) 
Student Learning Expectations: 
Understands how healthy habits contribute to overall health and describe strategies for 
improving health ( GLE 2 .1.1) 

Resources: 
4th grade nutrition unit (District Kit, 2009) 
Arianna's Nutrition Expedition (Washington State Dairy Council, 2005) 

Formative Assessment: 
Unit Pre-test 

Summative Assessment: 
Unit Test and Health CBA-Mrs. Trimble's Muffins 

Unit 2, Human Growth and Development (2 Lessons) 
Student Learning Expectations: 
Identifies the structure and function ofbody systems ( GLE 2.2.1) 
Understands changes occurring during puberty (GLE 2.2.2) 
Understands hereditary factors that affect growth, development, and health (2.2.3) 

Resources: 
4/5/6 F.L.A.S.H. Friendship-Lesson 5 (2009, update) 

• Friendship - Transparency 1 
Growing Up is about Changes (handout, 1987) 

• Worksheets # 1, 2, and 3 

Video Resource: 
"Just Around the Comer for Boys" and "Just Around the Comer for Girls" (1999) 
(Boys see only the boy's video; girls see only the girl's video) 

Revised April, 2017 



Unit 3, Risk Prevention (3-5 Lessons) 
Student Learning Expectations: 
Understands emergency situations and demonstrates skills to respond appropriately and 
S!,lfety (GLE 2.4.2) 

Resources: 
Risk Watch Safety Program Grades 3 and 4 

Lesson 5 Falls Prevention 
Lesson 6 Firearms Injury Prevention 
Lesson 7 Bike and Pedestrian Safety 
Lesson 8 Water Safety 

Kids to the Rescue (1992): In library for check out - classroom set) 

Unit 4, Social Skills (4 Lessons) 
Student Learning Expectations: 
Understands positive and negative effects of stress and stress management techniques 
(GLE 2.4.3) 
Understands necessary social skills to promote health and safety (GLE 3.3.1) 
Applies a variety ofemotional response strategies (GLE 3 .4.1) 
Applies decision-making skills (GLE 3.5.1) 

Resources: 
Second STEP: Bullying Prevention Unit and Child Protection Unit (2015): select 
lessons determined by school counselor 

Materials/Resources 
• 4th Grade Nutrition Unit (District Kit, 2009) 
• Arianna's Nutrition Expedition (Washington State Dairy Council, 2005) 
• 4/5/6 F.L.A.S.H. (Binder, 2009 update) 
• "Just Around the Corner for Boys" and "Just Around the Corner for Girls" 

(DVDs, 1999) 
• Risk Watch Prevention Safety Program, Grades 3 and 4 (Risk Watch Binder, 

1999) 
• Kids to the Rescue (Classroom Set, 1992) 

Revised April, 2017 



Family Life and Sexual Health, Grades 4, 5 and 6, Lesson 5 F .L.A.S.H. 

Friendship 
Grades 4-6, Lesson #5 

Time Needed 

35-45 minutes 

Student Learning Objectives 

To be able to ... 
1. Identify characteristics of a "good" friend and assess self. 
2. List at least three opening statements to initiate conversations. 
3. List at least 3 ways to maintain a friendship. 

Agenda 

1. Explain the reason for the lesson. 
2. Read a case study about friendship (aloud or silently). 
3. OPTIONAL: Use the case study to tie this lesson to decision-making. 
4. Use a focused-writing exercise to help students identify what they value in a friend. 
5. Discuss focused-writing exercise. 
6. Discuss feelings of alone-ness and loneliness. 
7. Discuss the risks and benefits involved in "initiating" a friendship. 
8. Use a bulletin board exercise to identify skills in building and maintaining friendships. 
9. Answer "Anonymous Question Box" questions regarding friendship. 

1o. Summarize the lesson. 

© 1986 • Family-Planning Program• Public Health - Seattle & King County• www.metrokc.gov/health/famplan/flash 
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Family Life and Sexual Health, Grades 4, 5 and 6, Lesson 5 F .L.A.S.H. 

Materials Needed 

Classroom Materials: 

• 2 empty bulletin boards 
• Friendship Transparency #1 
• Overhead projector 

Student Materials: (for each student) 
• Construction paper 
• Markers 
• Tape 
• OPTIONAL: one copy per student of "Terry's Story" 

tt> 1986 • Family-Planning Program • Public Health - Seattle Ii: King County 
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Family Life and Sexual Health, Grades 4, 5 and 6, Lesson 5 F.L.A.S.H. 

Activity 

1. Explain the reason for the lesson. 
Explain that, as people grow up, not only their bodies change. Their understanding of 
themselves changes and so do their friendships. That is what this lesson is about-
understanding yourself and friendship. 

2. Read a case study about friendship (aloud or silently). 
Read "Terry's Story" aloud to them (or copy it and have them read it silently or follow as 
someone reads aloud). If you read it aloud, show Terry's list of friends (transparency #3) 
on the overhead. 

3. OPTIONAL: Use the case study to tie this lesson to decision-making. 
Ask the class what they think of Terry's decision to help Gabriel. To tie this lesson in with 
decision-making, you can have the class brainstorm Terry's alternatives (choices) as you 
write them on the board. Then have them consider and discuss the possible positive and 
negative consequences ("good and bad things that could have happened") of each. 

4. Use a focused-writing exercise to help students identify what they value in a 
friend. 
Have the class number a paper 1 to 15 and list all their friends, similar to how Terry did. 

• List at least eight. 
• They may be people you don't see any more, but who used to be your friend 

(when you lived somewhere else). 
• They don't have to be your age; some may be adults and some may be little kids 

you babysit for. 
• They may be male or female (same sex as you or other sex). 
• Some may be members of your family, but only if they really feel like friends. 

Have them write, next to each name, what they like about that person ... why the person 
is their "good friend". They may not have time to finish this in class. Some may have to 
finish as homework. 

5. Discuss focused-writing exercise. 
Remind them of the ground rules, especially their right to "pass" and their agreement not 
to put one another down. Explain that everybody's definition of friendship is different; that 
one person, for example, might choose a friend because that person had a good sense 
of humor, whereas another might not care at all about humor, but might really care that 
the person be someone they can talk seriously with. Explain that the point of the 
exercise is not for everyone to agree, but for each person to have a chance to think 
about what is important to him or her. Ask for volunteers to each share one reason they 
put one person on their list. Compare and contrast. Reflect back to the group 
characteristics many people list as important in a friend: trust, honesty, listening skill, 
sense of humor, helpfulness, etc. Point out that the things they value now in friends may 
be very different from things they looked for in friends as a kindergartener. 

6. Discuss feelings of alone-ness and loneliness. 
Discuss how it feels to be in a new school where you don't know anybody. Point out that, 
while a person may feel as if she or he is the only one with those feelings, it's not true. 
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7. Discuss the risks and benefits involved in "initiating" a friendship. 
Discuss how it feels to initiate conversation or to phone someone you think you might 
like to become friends with. Discuss, too, how it feels to be on the receiving end-when 
someone else initiates. 

8. Use a bulletin board exercise to identify skills in building and maintaining 
friendships. 
a. Have half the class write ideas and tape them on a bulletin board, re: "What you 

could say after you say hi!" or "How to start a conversation to make a friend." This 
can be done aloud as class discussion, instead. 

b. Have the other half of the class write ideas and tape them on a second bulletin board 
re: "If you want to keep a friend, it helps to ..." This one also can be done in 
discussion format. 

9. Answer "Anonymous Question Box" questions about friendship. 

10. Summarize these points: 
• People value different things in friends. 
• Each of us is valuable as a friend for one reason or another. 
• As we grow up we change in terms of what we want in our friendships. 
• It is difficult to be the "new kid on the block". 
• It can be scary to initiate a new friendship, but it's just as scary to other people as 

it is to ourselves. 
• There are many ways to go about starting or keeping a friendship. 
• People need friends. 

Related Activities For Integrated Learning 

A. Language Arts 
Have students write a letter from Terry to Gabriel inviting him to the birthday party and 
explaining why. Alternately they could write a letter to a friend of their own about why they 
are friends. 

B. Math 
Have students create bar graphs showing the average number of male friends the boys in 
the class listed, the average number of male friends the girls listed, etc. 

Homework 

Students' options: 
• Take home their "friend list" to discuss with an adult in their families. Ask the adult who is the 

adult's good friend and why.* 
• Write a poem about friends. 

*see "Preparing Parents" page 4-5 
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"Terry's Story" 

I know a lot of different kids. In fact, for my 11th birthday party, I had 15 on my list to 

invite. When I showed it to my mom, she said, "Terry, I'm afraid you're going to have to cut that 

list in half." 

"C'mon, Mom. You know you can't divide an uneven number by two. Besides," I told 

her, "this is no laughing matter. How am I supposed to choose who comes and who doesn't?" 

She suggested that I write the main reason I picked each person beside his or her name. 

Then, I could decide which reasons seemed to be most important. That's what I ended up 

doing. 

PEOPLE TO INVITE TO MY BIRTHDAY 

1. Michael -- Lives next door. 
2. Jennifer -- Michael's sister. 
3. Heather -- She's new; I think I might like her. 
4. Rocky -- Sits by me in school. 
5. Terry -- We laugh at the same kinds of things. 
6. Kevin -- Everyone thinks he's neat. 
7. Troy -- Kevin's best friend. 
8. David -- Hasn't ever called me a name. 
9. Stefanie -- Been to her house. 
10. James -- Kids treat him bad; I don't know why. 
11. Kerry -- Acts like I'd like to act. 
12. Lisa -- Made a science project together; took a month. 
13. Shelly -- Asked me to her birthday party. 
14. Jay -- Super sports star. 
15. Gabriel -- My friend. 
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My mom just happened to be standing near me when I finished writing. She pointed to 

number 15. "Here, you've put down 'My friend.' Aren't they all your friends?" she asked. 

"Kind of, but not like Gabriel , " I told her. Then, so she'd see the difference, I had to 

remind her of the time when the principal called to discuss "a problem we're having with Terry at 

school." 

It happened during the month that Gabriel was playground supervisor. The 7th and 8th 

graders take turns at this job. Well, Gabe had just moved here from Mexico and sometimes kids 

couldn't understand the way he talked. When it came to sports, though, that didn't seem to 

matter much . .The job seemed to mean a lot to him. 

Well, anyhow, I'm not a terrific athlete. Lots of times I'm one of the last to be picked for a 

team; and once in a while I end up "leftover." When that happened, I'd help Gabriel keep score 

and sort of be his assistant. Sometimes we'd stay a couple of minutes after the bell rang and 

he'd give me some pointers 

to improve my game. Then, I'd help him bring in the equipment that was left on the field and 

we'd get to talking about other things. 

That's why I got back to my room late some days during the month that Gabriel was on 

duty. After so many times, Mrs. Sykes said that if it happened again she'd have to report me to 

the principal. I didn't plan to let that take place. But, a few days later, things got complicated. 

It was one of those times that I wasn't in the game, so Gabe kept me busy. I was used to 

taking a few remarks when certain people saw us helping each other out. Things like, "Hey, 

Terry! You gettin' paid overtime for that?" when I was carrying equipment back to the storeroom, 

or stuff about my "private coach" 

since Gabriel had been working with me after the bell. 
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But that day kids were teasing even more than usual, and they left a lot of equipment lying 

around. I even saw a few kids throwing balls and gloves over the fence where they'd be hard to 

find in all those shrubs. 

I thought of what a time Gabriel was going to have trying to explain why all those things 

were missing. See, even though everyone is supposed to bring back equipment, the supervisor 

is still responsible. 

I didn't like any of my choices. I didn't want to be late again. But I couldn't walk off and 

leave Gabe. So that's why there was a phone call from Mr. Savage telling Mother I'd be home 

late. I had to pick up litter for a punishment after school. 

But it wasn't so bad, 'cause see, real soon after I started picking up the trash Gabriel 

showed up and together we found spelling papers dated 197 4 and wrappers from candy they 

don't even make anymore. Well, that's why he had to come to my party. 

My mom said, "Aha! Maybe you're trying to say that you and Gabriel speak the same 

language." She was right. He's my friend because we help each other out. 

Adapted from The Person I Am: Self-Concept, Decision Making, Values and Career Options, 
Marcia J. Smith and Judith M. Uriostengui, San Diego City Schools. 
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Friendship Transparency 1 

PEOPLE TO INVITE TO MY BIRTHDAY 

1. Michael -- Lives next door. 

2. Jennifer -- Michael's sister. 

3. Heather -- She's new; I think I might like her. 

4. Rocky -- Sits by me in school. 

5. Terry -- We laugh at the same kinds of things. 

6. Kevin -- Everyone thinks he's neat. 

7. Troy -- Kevin's best friend. 

8. David -- Hasn't ever called me a name. 

9. Stefanie -- Been to her house. 

10. James -- Kids treat him bad; I don't know why. 

11. Kerry -- Acts like I'd like to act. 

12. Lisa -- Made a science project together; took a 

month. 

13. Shelly -- Asked me to her birthday party. 

14. Jay -- Super sports star. 

15. Gabriel -- My friend. 
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GROWING UP IS ABOUT CHANGES, .. 

Some of the changes 
that are happening in 
your body are easy to 
see---things like getting 
taller every year. Other 
important changes are 
happening inside your 
body, too, and these will 
make a big difference in 
both how you look and how 
you feel. 

When you are young--
from the time you are a 
baby until you are about 
10 years old---you're 
mostly just getting bigger 
and learning all of the 
things that are important ~~~~ 
for kids to know ••. things ',,..p., , 
like learning to walk and · 
talk, learning to read and 
write, figuring out how 
you feel about things and 
getting along with family 
and friends. You've al-
ready done a lot of grow-
ing up! 

Sometime around your 11th or 12th or 13th year, your body starts 
changing from a kid into a young adult. This doesn't happen fast. 
In fact, the whole process takes years. This time, when you're 
changing from a child into an adult, is what everybody calls being a 
"teenager", The medical name for all of this change in your body is 
puberty. Everybody in the world goes through it. You have lots of 
company! 

Your own internal body "clock" will make each change happen at the 
right time for you. It can feel a little weird if you are the first 
in your group to start developing, or if you're the last. Generally, 
people like to be pretty much like their friends, and this is a time 
when differences can really stand out. Don't let it get you down if 
it sometimes feels like things are happening too fast, or too slow. 
Your body knows what it's doing! One good way to make this time in 
your life easier---and more fun---is to learn all you can about how 
your body works and about growing up. Ask your parents questions. 
Ask them how they felt when they were your age. (They went through 
all of these changes, too!) Talk, with people you like, about how you 
feel, It is a good idea to get your questions answered by an adult 
whom you trust. Take a chance and ask about what's on your mind. 



Sometimes friends aren,t the best ones to question. Most people 
your age are busy wondering the same things you are and don't have 
accurate answers yet, either. The more you know about what's really 
happening the better you'll feel. Also, the more you let your 
parents and friends lmow how you feel about things the happier you' 11 
be. 

GROWING TALLER 

One of the most obvious changes that happens as you get older is 
that your body gets taller and bigger. The hormones in your blood
stream cause your bones to lengthen and grow. Usually, girls start 
getting bigger and taller a few years before most boys do. That's 
why girls are often taller and look older than a lot of the boys in 
their same grade. Sometimes people are concerned about being really 
tall, or feel like they're not growing fast enough. Again, everybody 
does their own growing up at their own pace. In a few years, by the 
time you are about 16, there won't be so much difference between you 
and your friends. 

SKIN CHANGES 

Hormones also cause changes in your skin. The tiny pores 
in your skin will start to produce more oil. This oil is good for 
your skin, but if it mixes with dust and dirt it can clog up your 
pores and make tiny infections known as pimples. If you don't 
already do it now, it's important that you wash your face at least 
twice a day with mild soap and water, then rinse well with c ool water 
and pat dry. Washing your face regularly (in the morning and again 
at night) will remove oil and dirt from your face and help keep your 
skin clear. 

CHANGES IN ODOR 

Probably you have 
heard people ooh and ahh 
when there is a new baby 
around, "Oh, he smells 
so sweet. I just love 
the way a baby smells!" 
Until you are about ten 
or eleven your mom could 
say that about you, most 
of the time. 

But things change 
when you begin the 
accelerated process of 
growing up in your teens. 



The hormones in your body make the sweat glands, especially those 
under your arms, produce a stronger-smelling perspiration when you 
are nervous or phyiscally active. If you don't bathe or shower every 
day, you may find that your friends want to sit three rows awcty from 
you at baseball g·ames. We suggest developing the habit of showering 
daily; then you can be close enough to reach your friends' popcorn at 
the game! (Using a deodorant can help, too) 

The oil glands in your scalp may also be producing excess oi] 
during this time, so you may have to shampoo more often---maybe even 
every day. 

FEELINGS 

For almost all of us, change can be scary at times, even if it's 
a _great change. Moving to a new school, or a new house can make you 
feel tense or worried at times,---even though you are really excited 
about it. It makes sense, then, that your feelings may go up and 
down during this time of rapid physical change called puberty. 

CURIOSITY 

It's normal to be very curious at this time. Your male friends 
are changing, your female friends are changing. It's natural and 
healthy to wonder about what others are experiencing. Girls and boys 
at this time often stare at each other a lot, and tease each other a 
lot. If you can talk with a friend, or, even better, with an 
informed. and comfortable adult, do it. And give your friends---male 
or fernale---emotional support during this time, rather than lots of 
teasing. Everybody needs support! 

WANTING PRIVACY 

One change in feelings that normally happens sometime 
during the teen years is that you want a little more time to think 
and be alone. Having this time alone can help you absorb all the new 
feelings and changes that are happening. Finding privacy can be 
difficult. If you're sharing a room with a brother or sister, you 
might try asking fora half hour alone each day at a specific time, 
and give the same right to the person who shares your room. Or you 
might have a favorite spot outside where you can think. It helps if 
you tell your parents that you simply want a few minutes for your
self and that you are not upset or anything. 



WANTING MORE FREEDOM A1\1) HATING tvDRE PRESSURE 

The growing up years sometimes bring a funny kind of pressure . 
You are becoming a mature person and feel ready, at times, to be free 
of the rules that parents have for you---bedtimes, TV limits, limits 
on time spent with friends, etc. It seems that they don't understand 
or accept that you're able to handle yourself. On the other hand, 
the responsibilities you do have---feeding the dog, looking after 
younger sisters or brothers, chores-around the house, homework---may 
not seem like it but they are an important part of growing up and 
learning to take responsibility for yourself. 

You are very special. No one, on the whole planet, is quite like 
you. You deserve information, and good friends, and caring adults, 
as you enjoy these next years of growth and change. Seek them out 
and you'll find them! 
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List three things about your Now. Think about yourself 
self RIGIIT NOW that you feel when you are 18---how you 
really good about. will be. Write down three 

things that you anticipate 
feeling good about at that 
time. 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 



Interview With Parent or Adult 

You may ask these questions of a pa.rent, or another adult with 
whom you feel comfortable. You may want to let the person know you'd 
like to interview him or her about their own experience of puberty, 
and ask when you could have a quiet time together, without 
interruptions. Don't worry if you feel a little silly or 
uncomfortable. New behaviors can feel strange at first, but they get 
easier with practice. 

1. Were you one of the first in your class to start 
puberty, or one of the last? How did you feel? 

2. Did any adults answer your questions about growing up? 
Where did you go for information? 

3. Who were your best friends when you were my age? Why 
did you like them? 

4. Did you feel that you were popular when you were my 
age? Did it matter to you? How have your feelings and 
friendships changed over the years? Is it really such 
a "big deal" to be popular? 

5. What did you feel was the best thing about growing up? 

6. What did you feel was the hardest thing about growing 
up? 

7. What "firsts" in your life do you remember? How did you 
feel about them? 

8. When did you finally feel "all grown up"? 

9. What are some of the advantages or disadvantages of 
being (female) or (male)? 

10. Why do you think boys act differently than girls or 
girls act differently than boys, or do they? 



Name three people whom you Name three people whom you 
could talk with for answers could talk with if you felt 
to questions about growing confused or afraid. 
up. 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 



Healthy Youth Act Frequently Asked Questions 
In September 2008, the Healthy Youth Act went into effect. This law 
relates to medically and scientifically accurate sexual health education in 
schools. The law is also known as the Healthy Youth Act (HYA). 

What are the requirements of the Healthy Youth Act? 

The Healthy Youth Act does not mandate schools to provide sexual health education. 
However, if a school does provide such instruction the school must assure that the 
instruction: 

• Is medically and scientifically accurate. 
• Is age appropriate. 
• Is appropriate for students regardless of gender, race, disabiHty status, or sexual 

orientation. 
• Includes information about abstinence and other methods of preventing 

unintended pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. 
• Is consistent with the 2005 Guidelines for Sexual Health and Disease Prevention. 

What if our school district is still in the process of identifying the program/s and 
materials to be used after September 1, 2008? 

Districts can implement their adopted program/s ahd materials anytime during the year. 
The law does not allow for continued use of programs that are not in compliance with 
the law after that date. 

What does 'medically and scientifically accurate' mean? 

Medically and scientifically accurate means information that is verified or supported by 
research in compliance with scientific methods, is published in peer reviewed journals, 
and is recognized as accurate by objective professional organizations and agencies 
with expertise in the field of sexual health, including the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the Washington State Department of Health (DOH), 
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 

How can schools know if their materials are medically and scientifically accurate? 

OSPI strongly encourages districts to utilize the expertise of the Department of Health in 
determining medical and scientific accuracy. Materials can be submitted directly to: 

Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Coordinator 
Washington State Department of Health 
PO Box47880 
Olympia, WA 98504-7880 
360/586-7868 (fax) 
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How and when do schools have to provide instruction on abstinence and other 
methods of preventing unintended pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases? 

Districts that choose to provide sexual health education must ensure that, in the K-12 
life of a child, instruction on abstinence as well as methods of contraception and 
disease prevention are included. This means that students must receive instruction that 
clearly identifies abstinence as the most effective method of preventing sexually 
transmitted diseases and pregnancy and instruction on the names and effectiveness 
rates of all FDA approved contraceptives. The law does not mandate when instruction 
on contraceptives must occur, nor does it stipulate that detailed step-by-step instruction 
on the proper use of contraceptives must be included. 

Can outside abstinence speakers provide presentations in schools? 

Schools may offer presentations on abstinence in a separate session as long as the 
presentations are preceded or followed with instruction regarding other methods of birth 
control and disease prevention and as long as all information is medically and 
scientifically accurate. 

How can schools determine if their sexual health curriculum is consistent with 
the 2005 guidelines? 

Districts are strongly encouraged to utilize the curriculum planning guide located on the 
Sexuality/Health and Fitness page of the OSPI website to assess the comprehensive 
nature of their sexual health curriculum, to determine where gaps exist; and to identify 
resources to fill those gaps. 

Do schools have to use a speclfic curriculum? 

No. The OSPI and state Department of Health (DOH) conducted a review of commonly 
used sexual health education programs in Washington schools. The review was based 
on the 2005 Guidelines for Sexual Health and Disease Prevention, produced by OSPI 
and DOH. Reviewed curricula were also reviewed for medical and scientific accuracy. 
This list and the findings from the review process can be found on both agencies' 
websites. 

Can schools use the KNOW curriculum by Itself and be compliant with the HYA? 

No. The KNOW curriculum is an excellent tool for HIV prevention education, but it does 
not provide adequate content to meet the content criteria outlined in the 2005 
Guidelines. Schools that use the KNOW curriculum to satisfy the requirements of the 
AIDS Omnibus Act of 1988, who also wish to provide sexual health education, should 
supplement the curriculum with other materials to be in compliance with the Healthy 
Youth Act. 
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Can schools use materials that have not been reviewed by OSPI and DOH? 

Yes, however all curriculum materials (including speakers) must comply with the 
requirements of the Healthy Youth Act. Schools are strongly urged to utilize the 
expertise of DOH to determine medical and scientific accuracy and to use the planning 
guide on OSPl's website to assess consistency with the 2005 Guidelines. 

Can parents review sexual health education materials? 

Yes. At least one month before teaching a program in sexual health education, schools 
must provide notice to parents of the planned instruction and the availability of materials 
for inspection. 

Can students be excused from sexuality education instruction? 

Yes. Parents who wish to excuse their child from planned instruction in sexual health 
education may do so by submitting a written request. 'Parents should contact their 
school or district for the specific procedure. 

Does the Healthy Youth Act supersede the AIDS Omnibus Act of 1988? 

No. Schools must work to balance both laws in the provision of sexual health education 
and HIV prevention education. 

Who is responsible for implementing the Healthy Youth Act? 

Implementation of the Healthy Youth Act is a paFtnership between the OSPI and the 
Washington State DOH. Each agency plays a different role in supporting schools with 
regard to the Healthy Youth Act. OSPI is required by law to annually update the list of 
reviewed curriculum. DOH is available for technical assistance related to medical and 
scientific accuracy. OSPI and DOH coordinate closely to implement the HYA and to 
provide support to districts. Materials that have been reviewed by DOH will be 
forwarded to OSPI for inclusion in the annual curriculum review. The next annual 
review is scheduled for March 2009. 

For more information regarding sexuality education programs in Washington Schools, 
contact Lesley Eicher, Health and Sexuality Education Program Supervisor, at 
360/725-6364, lesley.eicher@k12.wa.us, or TTY 360/664-3631. 
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Washington State Laws and Guidelines 
Related to Sexuality Education 
RCW 28A.230.020 
Common school curriculum -- Fundamentals in conduct. 

All common schools shall give instruction in reading, penmanship, orthography, written and 
mental arithmetic, geography, the history of the United States, English grammar, physiology and 
hygiene with special reference to the effects of alcohol and drug abuse on the human system, 
science with special reference to the environment, and such other studies as may be prescribed 
by rule or regulation of the state board of education. All teachers shall stress the importance of 
the cultivation of manners, the fundamental principles of honesty, honor, industry and economy, 
the minimum requisites for good health including the beneficial effect of physical exercise and 
methods to prevent exposure to and transmission of sexually transmitted diseases, and the 
worth of kindness to all living creatures and the land. The prevention of child abuse may be 
offered as part of the curriculum in the common schools. 

[1991 c1166; 1988c206403; 1987c2321; 1986c1494; 1969c71 §3; 1969ex.s.c 
22328A.05.010. Prior: 1909p2622; RRS4681; prior: 1897c11865; 1895c5 1; 
1890 p 372 § 45; 1886 p 19 § 52. Formerly RCW 28A.05.010, 28.05.010, and 28.05.020.] 

WAC 180-50-140 
Sex education -- Definition -- Optional course or subject matter -- Excusal of students. 

(1) Local option. The decision as to whether or not a program about sex education or human 
sexuality is to be introduced into the common schools is a matter for determination at the 
district level by the local school board, the duly elected representatives of the people of the 
community. 

(2) Definition(s). 

(a) Sex education for the purpose of this regulation is defined as the study of the anatomy 
and the physiology of human reproduction. 

(b) Human sexuality for the purpose of this regulation is defined as the characteristics or 
qualities that distinguish between maleness and femaleness. It includes the 
physiological, psychological, and sociological processes experienced by an individual. 

(3) Development of instruction in sex education and human sexuality. School districts shall 
involve parents and school district community groups in the planning, development, 
evaluation, and revision of any instruction in sex education and human sexuality offered as a 
part of the school program. 
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(4) Excusal of students - Alternative studies. Any parent or legal guardian who wishes to have 
his/her child excused from any planned instruction in sex education or human sexuality may 
do so upon filing a written request with the. school district board of directors or its designee 
and the board of directors shall make available the appropriate forms for such requests. 
Alternative educational opportunities shall be provided for those excused. 

[Statutory Authority: RCW 28A.04.120 (6) and (8). 84-21-004 (Order 12-84), § 180-50-140, filed 
10/4/84.J The rule immediately above cites RCW 28A.04.120 as its statutory basis. That statute 
has been recodified as the following section: RCW 28A.305.130. 

RCW 28A.640.020(1 )(d) 
Reference to sex education in sexual harassment statute. 

Specifically with respect to course offerings, all classes shall be required to be available to all 
students without regard to sex: PROVIDED, That separation is permitted [by the legislature, at a 
district's discretion] within any class during sessions on sex education or gym classes. 

RCW 28A.230.070 (AIDS Omnibus Act) 
AIDS education in public schools -- Limitations -· Program adoption •· Model curricula -
Student's exclusion from participation. 

(1) The life-threatening dangers of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) and its 
prevention shall be taught in the public schools of this state. AIDS prevention education 
shall be limited to the discussion of the life-threatening dangers of the disease, its spread, 
and prevention. Students shall receive such education at least once each school year 
beginning no later than the fifth grade. 

(2) Each district board of directors shall adopt an AIDS prevention education program which is 
developed in consultation with teachers, administrators, parents. and other community 
members including, but not limited to, persons from medical, public health, and mental 
health organizations and agencies so long as the curricula and materials developed for use 
in the AIDS education program either 

(a) are the model curricula and resources under subsection (3) of this section, or 

(b) are developed by the school district and approved for medical accuracy by the office on 
AIDS established in RCW 70.24.250. If a district elects to use curricula developed by the 
school district, the district shall submit to the office on AIDS a copy of its curricula and an 
affidavit of medical accuracy stating that the material in the district-developed curricula 
has been compared to the model curricula for medical accuracy and that in the opinion 
of the district the district-developed materials are medically accurate. Upon submission 
of the affidavit and curricula, the district may use these materials until the approval 
procedure to be conducted by the office of AIDS has been completed. 

(3) Model curricula and other resources available from the superintendent of public instruction 
may be reviewed by the school district board of directors, in addition to materials designed 
locally, in developing the district's AIDS education program. The model curricula shall be 
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reviewed for medical accuracy by the office on AIDS established in RCW 70.24.250 within 
the department of social and health services. 

(4) Each school district shall, at least one month before teaching AIDS prevention education in 
any classroom, conduct at least one presentation during weekend and evening hours for the 
parents and guardians of students concerning the curricula and materials that will be used 
for such education: The parents and guardians shall be notified by the school district of the 
presentation and that the curricula and materials are available for inspection. No student 
may be required to participate in AIDS prevention education if the student's parent or 
guardian, having attended one of the district presentations, objects in writing to the 
participation. 

(5) The office of the superintendent of public instruction with the assistance of the office on 
AIDS shall update AIDS education curriculum material as newly discovered medical facts 
make it necessary. 

(6) The curriculum for AIDS prevention education shall be designed to teach students which 
behaviors place a person dangerously at risk of infection with the human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV) and methods to avoid such risk including, at least: 

(a) The dangers of drug abuse, especially that involving the use of hypodermic needles; and 

(b) The dangers of sexual intercourse, with or without condoms. 

(7) The program of AIDS prevention education shall stress the life-threatening dangers of 
contracting AIDS and shall stress that abstinence from sexual activity is the only certain 
means for the prevention of the spread or contraction of the AIDS virus through sexual 
contact. It shall also teach that condoms and other artificial means of birth control are not a 
certain means of preventing the spread of the Al OS virus and reliance on condoms puts a 
person at risk for exposure to the disease. 

[1994 c 245 7; 1988 c 206 § 402. Formerly RCW28A.05.055.] 

Washington State Guidance on Sexuality Education for Schools 

Beginning in January, 2005, check the website of the WA State Office of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction (OSPI) for a new publication offering guidance on sexuality education to WA 
State schools. The publication is being co-authored by OSPI and WA State Department of 
Health. www. k12. wa. us/curriculuminstruct/healthfitness 

Additionally, you can visit the WA OSPI website to order the OSPI model curriculum "Know 
HIV/STD" and to view a list of approved HIV/AIDS curricula, videos and materials that meet the 
basic requirements of the AIDS Omnibus Act. They are not necessarily medically accurate in 
other respects, nor do they have the specific endorsement of Public Health - Seattle & King 
County or OSPI. Some may be pedagogically sound, age-appropriate resources and others, 
not. 
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W ASHINGTON STATE 

Guidelines for Sexual Health Information 
and Disease Prevention 

From the Washington State Department of Health & the Office of Superintendent of 
Public Instruction (OSPI) 

January 13, 2005 

FOREWORD: 

The Washington State Department of Health (DOH) and the Office of Superintendent of Public 
Instruction (OSPI), jointly established The Guidelines for Sexual Health Information and Disease 
Prevention. The voluntary guidelines were developed in response to a bipartisan request from 
41 state legislators. 

These guidelines provide a framework for medically and scientifically accurate sex education for 
Washington youth. DOH and OSPI strongly encourage all school districts, community-based 
organizations, juvenile detention centers, and tribal health programs vested in adolescent health 
to participate in the distribution of the guidelines. The guidelines are available for public view at 
the following Web site: http://www.k12.wa.us/Curriculumlnstruct/healthfitness/ 

PURPOSE OF THE GUIDELINES: 

1) To describe effective sex education and its outcomes; 
2) To provide a tool for educators, policy-makers and others to evaluate existing or new 

programs, curricula or policies; 
3) To enhance and strengthen sex education programs; 
4) To educate schools and school districts, community organizations, communities of faith, the 

public, the media, policymakers and others involved in educating youth. 

THE GOAL OF SEX EDUCATION: 

Achieving healthy sexuality is a developmental process from birth to senior adulthood; so is 
learning about sexuality. In the early years, the foundation for mature adult sexuality is laid with 
such building blocks as healthy self-esteem, positive body image, good self-care, effective 
communications, respect for others, caring for family and friends, and a responsibility to 
community. As an individual matures, other essential elements are added such as 
understanding body changes, sexual intimacy and commitment; knowing and using health 
enhancing measures, such as health exams, abstinence and protection; and recognizing the 
joys and responsibilities of parenting. 
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Washington State's HIV/AIDS education (RCW 28A.230.070) and Bully and Harassment Policy 
(WAC 392-190-056) requirements are supported by the qbjectives of sex education. The goal of 
sex education is safe and healthy people. These are individuals who: 

Express love and intimacy in appropriate ways. 
Avoid exploitative or manipulative relationships. 
Recognize their own values and show respect for people with different values. 
Take responsibility for and understand the consequences of their own behavior. 
Communicate effectively with family, friends and partners. 
Talk with a partner about sexual activity before it occurs, including sexual limits (their own 
and their partner's), contraceptive and condom use, and meaning in the relationship. 
Plan effectively for reproductive health and disease prevention regardless of gender. 
Seek more information about their health as needed. 

GUIDELINES FOR SEXUAL HEALTH INFORMATION AND DISEASE PREVENTION: 

Evidence suggests that sex education programs that provide information about both abstinence 
and contraception can delay the onset of sexual activity in teenagers, reduce their number of 
sexual partners and increase contraceptive use when they become sexually active. These 
programs: 

Are age and culturally appropriate. 

Use information and materials that are medically and scientifically accurate and objective. 

Encourage and improve communication, especially around growth and development, with 
parents/guardians and other trusted adults. (The quality of parent-child communications 
about sex and sexuality appears to be a strong determinant of adolescents' sexual 
behavior). 

Identify resources to address individual needs, for present and future concerns and 
questions. 

Enlighten young people to develop and apply health-promoting behaviors, including disease 
prevention and detection and accessing accurate health information that is age appropriate. 

Provide information about sexual anatomy and physiology and the stages, patterns, and 
responsibilities associated with growth and development. 

Stress that abstinence from sexual activity is the only certain way to avoid pregnancy and to 
reduce the risk of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), including HIV. 

Acknowledge that people may choose to abstain from sexual activity at various points in 
their lives. 

Address the health needs of all youth who are sexually active, including how to access 
health services. 
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Provide accurate information about STDs including how STDs are and are not transmitted 
and the effectiveness of all FDA approved methods of reducing the risk of contracting STDs. 

Provide accurate information about the effectiveness and safety of all FDA-approved 
contraceptive methods in preventing pregnancy. 

Provide information on local resources for testing and medical care for STDs and 
pregnancy. 

Promote the development of intrapersonal and interpersonal skills including a sense of 
dignity and self-worth and the communication, decision-making, assertiveness and refusal 
skills necessary to reduce health risks and choose healthy behaviors. 

Recognize and respect people with differing personal and family values. 

Encourage young people to develop and maintain healthy, respectful and meaningful 
relationships and avoid exploitative or manipulative relationships. 

Address the impact of media and peer messages on thoughts, feelings, cultural norms and 
behaviors related to sexuality as well as address social pressures related to sexual 
behaviors. 

Promote healthy self-esteem, positive body image, good self-care, respect for others, caring 
for family and friends and a responsibility to community. 

Teach youth that learning about their sexuality will be a lifelong process as their needs and 
circumstances change. 

Encourage community support and reinforcement of key messages by other adults and 
information sources. 

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE SEX EDUCATION PROGRAMS: 

Dr. Douglas Kirby, a Senior Research Scientist at Education, Training, Research {ETR) 
Associates, conducted a review of sex education programs that have been rigorously evaluated 
using quantitative research and shown to be effective in reducing risk-taking behaviors. In his 
recent landmark review of teenage pregnancy prevention programs, Dr. Kirby identified ten 
common characteristics of these types of programs. Specifically, such programs: 

Deliver and consistently reinforce a clear message about abstinence as the only sure way to 
avoid unintended pregnancy and STDs; and about using condoms and other forms of 
contraception if they are sexually active. {This appears to be one of the most important 
characteristics that distinguish effective from ineffective programs.) 

Focus on reducing one or more sexual behaviors that lead to unintended pregnancy or 
HIV/STD infection. 
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Are based on theoretical approaches that have been demonstrated to influence other 
health-related behavior and identify specific important risky behaviors to be targeted. 

Provide basic, accurate information about the risks of teen sexual activity and about ways to 
avoid intercourse for protection against pregnancy and STDs. 

Include activities that address social pressures on sexual behavior. 

Provide modeling and practice of communication, negotiation and refusal skills. 

Employ a variety of teaching methods designed to involve the participants and have them 
personalize the information. 

Incorporate behavioral goals, teaching methods and materials that are appropriate to the 
age, sexual experience, and culture of the students. 

Last a sufficient length of time to complete important activities adequately-Le., more than a 
few hours. (Generally speaking, short-term curricula may increase conceptual 
understanding, but do not have measurable impact on the behavior of teens). 

Select educators who believe in the program they are implementing and provide them with 
quality training. 

It should be noted that the absence of even one of the above characteristics appeared to make 
a program appreciably less likely to be effective. 

GLOSSARY: 

Effective programs: are those programs that have been shown, in sound peer-reviewed 
qualitative or quantitative research, to be associated with a reduction in sexual risk-taking 
behaviors, an increase in health protective behaviors and other associated benefits such as 
increased self-esteem or enhanced respect for others. 

Medically and scientifically accurate: refers to information that is verified or supported by 
research in compliance with scientific methods and published in peer-review journals, where 
appropriate, and recognized as accurate and objective by professional organizations and 
agencies .with expertise in the relevant field, such as the American College of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists (http://www.acog.org), the Department of Health (http://www.doh.wa.gov), and 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov). 

Sexuality: is a significant aspect of a person's life consisting of many interrelated factors 
including but not limited to sexual anatomy, physiology, growth and development; gender, 
gender identity and gender role/expression; sexual orientation and sexual orientation identity; 
sexual behaviors and lifestyles; sexual beliefs, values and attitudes; body image and self
esteem, sexual health; sexual [thoughts and feelings]; relationship to others; [and] life 
experiences. 
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Sex education: refers both to teaching about sexuality and to the lifelong process of learning 
about sexuality. Typically, the main objectives of formal sex education programs are as follows: 

1) To help foster responsibility regarding sexual relationships, including addressing abstinence, 
resisting pressure to become prematurely involved in sexual activity, and encouraging the 
use of contraception and other sexual health measures; 

2) To provide learners with an opportunity to explore and assess their own values, to increase 
self-esteem, create insights concerning relationships with others, and understand their 
obligations and responsibilities to self and others; 

3) To help learners develop important interpersonal skills--such as communication, decision
making, assertiveness, peer refusal skills--to create more satisfying and healthy 
relationships; 

4) To provide learners with information about human sexuality and relationships, including but 
not limited to the topics listed above under "Sexuality". 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Department of Health, Child and Adolescent Health Program: 
phone: 360-236-354 7 
email: cahcp.support@doh.wa.gov 
web: www.doh.wa.gov/cfh/mch/cahcp/ 

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, Health/Fitness Education and HIV/STD 
Prevention Program: 

phone: 360-725-6364 
email: pamt@ospi.wednet.edu 
web: www.k12.wa.us/Curriculumlnstruct/healthfitness 
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Health and Fitness - Fourth Grade 

In grade four, students learn to identify the components of health-related physical 
fitness. Students make continuous progress across all fundamental motor patterns and 
become proficient in movement patterns as students combine locomotor and manipulative 
skills in increasingly complex situations. They apply movement concepts in individual 
movement performances, and tactical strategies in simple partner activWes. Students in 
grade four learn and apply health skills to the following health areas: Disease prevention, 
nutdtion, healthy relationships, use of tobacco, and use/abuse of alcohol. Students are 
taught the consequences of unsafe behaviors, and how to protect themselves from harm. 
They set simple goals for promoting personal health and preventing disease. Students 
also learn the value and use of social skills in dealing with peer pressure, communicating 
effectively, and assisting in forming healthy social relationships. 

EALR 1: The student acquires the knowledge and skills necessary to maintain 
an active life: Movement, physical fitness, and nutrition. 

C°""°n8fli: 1.1: Develops motor sklta and ~ent.eonc:¢ _. de.velopme..U, 
appropriate. • ~ > • - - /' • . <.. - '• . .• • , r~• 

GLE 
1.1.1 Applies locomotor, non-locomotor, manipulative, balance, and rhythmic skills 

in traditional and non-traditional activities that contribute to movement 
proficiency. 

• Demonstrates mature patterns and smooth transitions between movement 
skills in group activities. 
Example: 
-+ Receives a ball on the run. 

• Demonstrates motor skill combinations in group activities. 
Example: 
-+ Uses reach, step, and strike to serve. 

• Demonstrates a variety of balance and control skills in group activities. 
Example: 
-+ Demonstrates a stable base of support while performing a forearm pass. 

• Demonstrates manipulative skills using a variety of objects in group 
activities. 
Example: 
-+ Throws and catches a flying disc (foam, plastic) in Ultimate. 

• Demonstrates manipulative skills with stationary and moving targets 
in group activities. 
Example: 
-+ Serves and returns a pickleball at a wall or with a partner. 

• Demonstrates manipulative skills while moving/traveling in group 
activities. 
Example: 
-+ Passes and catches using a scoop while jogging. 
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• Organizes and demonstrates complex movement sequences using various 
rhythms. 
Example: 
--+ Performs a Tinikling activity. 

1.1. 5 Analyzes movement concepts. 
• Integrates movement concepts in increasingly complex activities. 

Example: 
--+ Demonstrates the concepts of effort in a hockey partner drill. 

• Compares and contrasts basic game strategies in increasingly complex 
activities. 
Example: 
--+ Demonstrates spacing vs. bunching up in a variety of games. 

• Analyzes a variety of dances that include various movement concepts. 

Component 1.2: ~ctquires tbe ltaowledge and skills te safely participate in a variety
of·de~elepmentalty appr«.oat~ physlca,I activlt1e.s. 

GLE 
1.2.1 Analyzes safety rules and procedures in a variety of physical activities 

necessary to maintain a safe-learning environment. 
• Points out role in maintaining a safe learning environment. 

Example: 
--+ Wears paddle safety strap when playing pickleball. 

1.2.2 Applies social skills necessary for effective participation in physical activities. 
• Demonstrates cooperation when working to achieve a common goal. 

Example: 
--+ Respects teammates' ideas in team building activities. 

• Demonstrates etiquette and application of rules. 
Example: 
--+ Avoids stepping in an opponent's putting path. 

1.2.3 Applies strategies necessary for effective participation in physical activities. 
• Demonstrates basic strategies in games and activities. 

Example: 
--+ Demonstrates 1-to-1 defense, staying between opponent and the goal. 
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ComROftent 1. 3: Understands· tbe compone,nts ofhealth..relate4 fftness··and 
interprets ft:lfortnadon fton, feedback, eval.,.tlon, nd si:itf-assessment tA order ta 
itnpro'V!e performance. 

GLE 
1.3.1 Analyzes components of health-related fitness. 

• Points out benefits of physical activity for the heart, lungs, and muscles. 
Example: 
--+ Understands jumping rope contributes to the prevention of heart disease. 

• Distinguishes the components of health-related fitness as they relate to 
the Activity Pyramid. 
Example: 
--+ Understands lifestyle activities, such as walking the dog, should be done 

more frequently than sedentary activities, which do not contribute to 
health-related physical fitness. 

• Infers how the FITT principle affects development of components of 
health-related fitness. 
Example: 
--+ Understands the importance of playing active games at home frequently, 

with high intensity, contributes to heart health, as compared to sedentary 
activities such as surfing the internet for long periods of time. 

• Infers how the components of health-related fitness and improved 
performance in a variety of activities are related. 
Example: 
--+ Understands that a healthy level of muscular endurance would enable an 

individual to snowshoe or bicycle for long trips. 
• Points out proper technique for health-related fitness assessments. 

Example: 
--+ Evaluates a peer's performance effectively (uses a rubric for a correct 

push-up). 

Com~Q{lent 1.4: Understands the co.mponea,ts of ski~l-related m.i,ess and interprets 
lnfo,matf()n fr-om'femlback, evaluation,,., ar:rd seif-asse.ssrnent in order tc, improve 
pe~ormance. 

GLE 
1.4.1 Applies components of skill-related fitness. 

• Relates components of skill-related fitness in a variety of physical 
activities. 
Example: 
--+ Understands static balance, coordination, and power are developed 

when performing yoga. 
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Component 1.5: Understands relatt.c>nship of nutritfen and feod nutrients ta body 
·composition'and physical r>erforman,e. ,,. , .... 

GLE 
1.5.1 Understands how the body's function and composition are affected by food 

consumption. 
• Classifies nutrients found among food groups. 

Example: 
-+ Recognizes protein and Vitamin Dare two nutrients in the dairy group . 

• Explains how serving size impacts a healthy body. 
Example: 
-+ Understands excess calories lead to weight gain; moderating calories 

leads to weight maintenance. 
• Explains information found on a food label. 

Example: 
-+ Describes serving size, nutrients, fiber, calories. 

1.5.2 Analyzes information from dietary evaluation and self-assessment in order to 
improve performance. 

• Analyzes a food journal for missing nutrients. 

EALR 2: The student acquires the knowledge and skills necessary to maintain 
a healthy life: Recognizes dimensions of health, recognizes stages of growth 
and development, reduces health risks, and lives safely. 

I tmnpenent. a.1: Understands foundations of. heattn.: 
GLE 
2.1.1 Understands dimensions and indicators of health. 

• Describes wellness. 
Example: 
-+ Wellness is when one has health in all dimensions. 

• Explains how being well reduces health risks. 
Example: 
-+ Understands that sleeping, eating well, and exercising reduce risk 

of becoming diabetic. 
• Explains ways to improve health and wellness. 

Example: 
-+ Understands that being active during free time improves health. 
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I Component 2.2: Understands stages. of growth and development. 

GLE 
2.2.1 Understands the structure and function of body systems. 

• Describes connections among body systems. 
Example: 
-+ Understands the nervous system communicates with the muscular system 
· which moves the skeletal system. 

• Explains habits for healthy growth and development. 
Example: 
-+ Explains that a healthy habit is sitting up straight. 

• Describes behaviors that will protect body systems. 
Example: 
-+ Understands wearing a helmet when rollerblading will protect the 

skeletal system. 

2.2.2 Understands how to maintain sexual health throughout life. 

• The Healthy Youth Act (RCW 28A.300.475) provides a framework for 
schools that choose to offer sexual health education as a component of 
their broader health curriculum. School districts that provide sexual 
health education must be in compliance with this GLE and be consistent 
with the 2005 Guidelines for Sexual Health and Disease Prevention. 

2.2.3 Understands hereditary factors that affect growth, development, and health. 
• Gives examples of hereditary factors that affect growth and development. 

Example: 
-+ Recognizes hereditary factors such as height, body type, and eye color. 

GLE 
2.3.1 Understands how to prevent or reduce the risk of contracting a communicable 

disease. 
• Explains how common childhood illnesses are treated. 

Example: 
-+ Understands rest and fluids help fight a cold. 

• Understands communicable disease. 

2.3.2 Understands how to prevent or reduce the risks of non-communicable disease. 
• Describes ways to reduce risks of non-communicable diseases. 

Example: 
-+ Describes physical activity, healthy eating, and not using tobacco as ways 

to reduce risks. 
• Understands non-communicable disease. 
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I Component 2.A: Acq~ires sktHs to ltve safety and tedue~ flea.Ith r1~ks. 
GLE 
2.4. 1 Understands abusive and risky situations and illustrates safe behaviors to 

prevent injury to self and others at home, school, and in the community. 
• Gives examples of different types of abuse. 

Example: 
- Describes verbal, emotional, sexual, and substance abuse. 

• Describes appropriate responses when dealing with harassment, bullying, 
intimidation, and abuse. 
Example: 
- Describes how to support a peer by seeking a trusted adult for help. 

2.4.2 Understands emergency situations and demonstrates skills to respond 
appropriately and safely. 

• Explains how to follow universal first aid precautions. 
Example: 
- Uses gloves when dealing with body fluids. 

• Describes basic first aid for cuts, scrapes, and nosebleeds. 
Example: 
- Washes cut with warm soapy water. 

2.4.3 Understands positive and negative effects of stress and stress management 
techniques. · 

• Explains healthful ways to manage stress on a daily basis. 
Example: 
- Uses regular exercise, plenty of rest and sleep to manage stress. 

• Explains how attitude affects stress. 
Example: 
- Understands negative attitude can lessen ability to manage stress and 

reach personal goals. Positive attitude can provide more solutions to 
stressful situations. 

2.4.5 Understands issues and risks related to drug use and abuse. 
• Describes harmful effects of caffeine, alcohol, and tobacco. 

Example: 
- Understands chewing tobacco may cause cancer of the mouth. 

• Gives examples of foods and drinks that contain caffeine. 
Example: 
- Drinks with caffeine may include chocolate or energy drinks. 
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EALR 3: The student analyzes and evaluates the impact of real-life influences 
on health. 

Componeot 3.1: UncJerstands hc:;w family, culture, aAd en~ronmentat ··factors affect 
personal health,. 

' .. 
GLE 
3.1.1 Understands how family and cultural factors affect health. 

• Describes ways a f amity might influence the health of its members. 
Example: 
--+ Understands family members encourage appropriate rest and physical 

activity. 
• Describes how cultural factors affect health. 

Example: 
--+ Learns to prepare foods in a healthy manner. 

3.1.2 Understands how environmental factors affect health. 
• Describes routes of exposure (breathing, ingesting, and dermal exposure). 

Example: 
--+ Understands air may have particles that are breathed in; water may 

have organisms that are ingested; and pesticides may get into body 
through skin. 

IComp8Mftt 3.2:. Evaluates-health and fitnesstntor•~•,~-
GLE 
3.2.1 Analyzes reliable sources of health and fitness information. 

• Analyzes use of technology as a reliable source of health and fitness 
information. 
Example: 
--+ Uses pedometers or fitness performance software. 

3.2.2 Analyzes health and fitness messages in the media. 
• Analyzes hidden messages in advertising. 

Example: 
--+ Understands "slimmer" or "join the crowd" are hidden messages. 

GLE 
3.3.1 Understands necessary social skills to promote health and safety. 

• Describes ways to maintain healthful friendships. 
Example: 
--+ Maintains friendship by respectfully talking through disagreements. 

• Describes the influence peers can have on character. 
Example: 
--+ Promotes trustworthiness. 
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Component 3.4; Understands the in'lpctct of •~otions on health. 

GLE 
3.4.1 Applies a variety of emotional-response strategies. 

• Demonstrates appropriate emotional-response strategies. 
Example: 
-+ Understands if someone yells, request that they stop; walk away. 

• Identifies put-downs. 
Example: 
-+ Understands how stereotypes and put-downs are untrue, unfair, 

and limiting. 

Ce>mponent .3. St Applies. decision-m.aktns skills related to the prometian of health. 
GLE 
3.5.1 Applies decision-making skills. 

• Demonstrates steps for conflict resolution. 
Example: 
-+ Role plays "clarifying the problem." 

EALR 4: The student effectively analyzes personal information to develop 
individualized health and fitness plans. 

I. Component 4.1: Analyns: personal heatth. an4 fitness tnformatkm. 
GLE 
4.1. 1 Applies daily health and fitness habits. 

• Classifies fitness performance assessments to each component of 
health-related physical fitness. 
Example: 
-+ Identifies mile-run measures cardiorespiratory endurance. 

• Discovers community programs, clubs, and organizations that provide 
opportunities for participation in physical activity. 
Example: 
-+ Identifies community youth leagues, YMCA. 

I Comp9nent 4.. 2: Pe~elops Mid monitprs, a. health and ·ntness pl-". 

GLE 
4.2.1 Applies goals for improving health and fitness practices. 

• Uses a fitness log, portfolio, or journal to record physical activity. 
Example: 
-+ Illustrates Monday= 20 minutes of rope jumping and 40 minutes of soccer 

practice. 
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• Implements a plan for participation in regular physical activities at home, 
school, or in the community. 
Example: 
--+ Rides bike 20 minutes a day. 

• Uses a personal health checklist to record personal health habits. 
Example: 
--+ Uses a calendar: Monday= went to bed on time. 

• Discovers individual health behaviors and creates a health plan for 
improvement. 
Example: 
--+ Lacks vegetables - will eat three servings every day. 
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TEACHING GUIDE 

JUST AROUND 
THE CORNER 

EOR 80¥S 
No. 9225 (Video) 

Recommended for Grad• 3-5 

Designed for younger elementary-level 
boys, this upbeat video takes a look at the 
changes of puberty that lie "just around 
the comer." With the assistance of light
hearted animated figures, an easygoing 
teenager named Todd introduces these 
important topics: the physical and emo
tional changes of puberty; the matwation 
of the male reproductive system; com
mon experiences of puberty, such as voice 
change; and the need for good hygiene 
and health habits. 



SCRIPT 

JUSTIN: Whoa! 

BRIAN: Whoa! 

JUSTIN: Oh, man! I'm sorry. 

BRIAN: Hey, Todd! What are you doing here? 

TODD: Looking for you! You forgot something. 

BRIAN: Oh, man. Where's my brain? Thanks. Hey, 
this is my pal Justin. 

TODD: Hey, Justin. 

JUSTIN: Hey. 

TODD: Here's your sketchbook. 

JUSTIN: Thanks. 

BRIAN: Todd's got all the artistic talent in our family. 
He just won an art scholarship for next year. 

JUSilN: Wow! Congratulations. And sorry again. 

TODD: Thanks. You guys better get to class. I'll see 
you after school, Brian. Nice to meet you, Justin. 

JUSilN: Hey, he's cool. Are you sure you two are 
brothers? 

BRIAN: Yeah, but let me tell you, when he was our 
age he was a real dork. Trust me. Mom's got it all on 
video. 

TODD: Brian's right. I remember when I was his age. 
I was a iong way from cool. I felt awkward and tongue
tied, the way he probably feels right now. But you 
know what I found out? There are some exciting 
changes ... just around the romer. 

MUSIC: 

You won't believe the changes 
You' re going to see 
Just around the comer ... just around the corner. 
We're gonna like the people 
We're growing to be 
Just around thecomer . . . just around thecorner, 
Just around the comer. 

TODD: You know, I really enjoyed talking to Brian 
and Justin this morning. They remind me a lot of 
myself when I was their age. 

I remember seeing older guys and thinking I was never 
going to grow up. I thought I'd always be awkward 
and clumsy, never knowing what to say or how to act. 
But everyone does grow up. 

It all starts during a time called puberty. That's when 
chemical substances called hormones start triggering 
all kinds of changes in your body. 

For boys, puberty can start as early as nine years old, 
or as late as fifteen. Exactly when puberty begins for 
you is largely determined by heredity, the traits you 
got from your parents. 

You can't hurry puberty, and you can't slow it down. 
When it comes, you'll find yourself changing from a 
boy to a young man. 

At the beginning of puberty hair will begin to grow in 
your pubic area and your testicles will grow larger. 

As puberty continues, there will be more changes. 
Basically, everything is growing - and fast! 

You'll become taller and heavier. Your arms and legs 
and your hands and feet will grow quite a bit. Over 
the next few years, muscle bulk will increase, and your 
shoulders will broaden. Hair will grow under your 
arms, on your arms and legs, and on your face. 



During puberty, there's a lot going on in your body. 
Sometimes, all that growing and changing can malce 
you feel tired. Don't wony about being a little tired. 
It's a>mpletely natural. Just get plenty of sleep. And 
listen to your body. When it says it's tired, give it 
a rest. 

There are some other ways you can take care of your 
body during puberty. Exercise is important. If you 
stay active, you'll feel better and look better. 

And pay attention to what you eat. It's a good idea. to 
stay away from junk food. Try to eat heafthful foods, 
including .fresh fruits and vegetables. 

During puberty, sweat glands in your body will 
develop, and that means body odor will increase. 

It's important to talce a shower or a bath every day 
and to wear dean clothes. Many boys also start to use 
an underarm deodorant during puberty. 

Also you'll dismver that your oil glands will begin to 
produce more oil, particularly on your face. With the 
increase in oil, it's liJcely you'll have to deal with some 
blemishes, like pimples and blackheads. 

It's important to keep your skin clean. Try washing 
gently with a mild 80ap or cleanser at least twice a day. 

By the time you're around eighteen or twenty you 
should be nearly finished with the physical changes 
of puberty. But remember, we're all individuals. Don't 
be concerned if your changes come before or after the 
changes your friends experience. 

MUSIC: 

Just around the comer. 

TODD: During puberty, an important body system 
reaches maturity- the reproductive system. The job 
of the reproductive system is to make new human 
beings. 

There are two primary structures in the male 
reproductive system, the penis and the testicles. The 
penis is a tube-shaped organ in the front of body. 

Behind the penis are the testicles, two egg-shaped 
organs carried inside a pouch of loose skin called the 
scrotum. 

The testicles produce and store male reproductive cells, 
which are called sperm, or sperm cells. 

The sperm duct is a passageway for the sperm to travel 
from the testicles to the penis. 

The urethra carries the sperm through the penis to the 
outside of the body. 

Theurethra has another job. It also carries urine to the 
outside of the body. But the urethra never carries the 
urine and sperm at the same time. 

Normally, the penis hangs limp. However, for sperm 
to be released from the body, the penis must become 
hani, or erect. An erection is a stiffening and enlarging 
of the penis that causes it to stand out in front olthe 
body. 

When·a man's sperm is released from his body and 
combines with a woman's egg cell, they form a 
fertilized egg, which can develop and grow into a bal?y 

Sometimes during puberty, boys may experience 
involuntary erections. They happen without warning 
and for no apparent reason. This is normal. The 
erection will go away as the muscles at the base of the 
spine relax. Erections may also occur while you're 
asleep, and sperm may be released. This is called a 
nocturnal emission, or a wet dream. If you find 
wetness in your pajamas or sheets, don't worry. It's 
completely normal and harmless. The release of sperm 
is a sign that your reproductive system is maturing. 

Puberty is an exciting time. Those hormones lcick in 
and you can see yourself growing and changing and 
becoming a young man. But some of that growing and 



changing can be a little annoying, or even 
embarrassing. When I was growing up, my voice was 
always aacking. 

VOICE: Help! 

TODD: But a cracking voice is just part of growing 
up. I got through it okay, and so will you. 

Sometimes I felt awkward and clumsy, like my hands 
and feet were too big for my body. 

But after a while, my body caught up, my coordination 
improved, and everything was okay again. 

The same hormones that cause all the physical changes 
we've been talking about can also cause some 
emotional changes. When I was going through 
puberty, Yd be happy one moment and grumpy the 
next. Sometimes I'd get mad over nothing. You might 
have some of these same experiences. 

You might also become a little more interested in girls 
during puberty. 

You may become more sensitive about what your peers 
say, and you'll probably start to worry about your 
appearance. Sometimes growing up can be a little 
tough and a little confusing. 

That's why it's a good idea to find an adult you can 
trust, someone you can talk to about your feelings, 
someone who can answer your questions. A parent is 
the best person to go to. Your parents have a lot of 
experience they can share with you, and they have your 
very best interests at heart. 

That makes parents the first choice for the kind of help 
vou need. But a school nurse; a teacher, or someone at 
church can also be a good listener and advisor. 

Growing up isn't always easy, and some days it may 
seem very hard. But everyone gets through it, and so 
will you. 

And one day, just around the comer, you'll look back 
and smile. You just won't believe the changes. 

MUSIC: 

You won't believe the changes 
You're going to see 
Just around thecomer ... just around the comer. 
We're gonna like the people 
We're growing to be 
Just around thecomer ... just around thecomer, 
Just around thecomer ... just around the comer, 
Just around thecomer ... just around thecomer, 
Just around the comer. 
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VOCABULARY 

body system peer 
coordination penis 
deodorant physical 
egg, egg cell puberty 
emotional pubic area 
erection reproductive cell 
female reproductive system 
fertilized scrotum 
heredity sperm, sperm cell 
hormones sweat gland 
involuntary erection testicles 
male urethra 
maturity urine 
nocturnal emission 
oil gland 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

1. To provide a definition of puberty. 

2. To identify certain physical changes boys will 
experience during puberty. 

3. To explore emotional changes that may occur 
during puberty. 

4. To identify the structwes of the male reproductive 
system. 

5. To prepare boys for some of the common 
experiences of puberty, such as voice change and 
the occurrence of nocturnal emissions. 

6. To promote good hygiene and health habits during 
puberty. 

7. To promote a positive attitude toward change. 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 

1. Ask students to remember a time when they were 
younger and to write a paragraph tellingways they 
were different than they are now. Thenukstudents 
to choose an age in the future and to write a 
paragraph explaining how they imagine they will 
be different at that age. 

2. Ask students to keep a diary for one week. Ask 
them to record things theydo eachdayto keep their 
bodies healthy, such as riding a bike, eating a 
healthful snack of carrot sticks, getting a good 
night's sleep. 

3. Invite a doctor to speak to your students about 
puberty. Suggest that the doctor bring a model of 
the male reproductive system. Allow time for 
questions. (Students might prefer writing their 
questions on slips of paper in advance for the 
teacher to present to the speaker.) 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. Puberty is a time of rapid and dramatic change, 
but our bodies are changing throughout our whole 
lives. What are some of the ways your body has 
grown and changed since you were born? 

2. What does it mean to be grown up? What are some 
of the differences between a boy and a man? 

3. It is always important to consider the feelings of 
other boys and girls. What are some reasons this 
might be especially important during puberty? 
What would you do if someone teased you about 
your body? 

4. What changes of puberty make personal hygiene 
important? 

5. It helps to talk with someone about the changes of 
puberty. Who are some of the people who might 
be good sources of information? How might you 
begin if you wanted to talk to your parents about 
puberty? Are classmates good sources of 
infonnation? 
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Recommended for Grades 3-5 

A self-assured teenager and admired big 
sister talks to younger elementary-level 
girls about what to expect during 
puberty. Topics covered in this sensitive 
video include the physical and emotional 
changes ofpuberty, the maturation of the 
female reproductive system, menstrua
tion, and the importance of good hygiene 
and healthy habits. The information 
presented is grounded in fact and sensi
tive to the feelings of young girls. Whim
sical animated figures help explain the 
exciting changes that lie "just around the 
comer." 



SCRIPT 

MEGAN: Oh! 

KATIE: Hey, Megan! What are you doing here? 

MEGAN: Looking for you! You forgot this. 

KATIE: Thanks. Where's my brain? Oh, Sara, you 
know my sister Megan. 

SARA: No, but I've seen her play soccer. 

KATIE: Yeah, she's the captain of the team. 

SARA: Wow! That's great. Sony about the collision. 

MEGAN: It's okay. Don't wony about it. You guys 
better get to class. I'll see you after school, Katie. Nice 
to meet you, Sara. 

SARA: She's cool. Are you sure you two are sisters? 
Just kidding. 

KATIE: Oh, she wasn't always so cool. When she was 
our age she was such a goof. Dad's got it all on video. 

MEGAN: Katie's right. When I was her age, l felt 
anything but oool. I felt awkward and insecure. But 
you know what I found out? There are some exdting 
changes ... just around the comer. 

MUSIC: 

You won't believe the changes 
You're going to see 
Just around the comer ... just around the comer. 
We're gonna like the people 
We're growing to be 
Just around thecomer ... just around the comer, 
Just around the comer. 

MEGAN: You know, I really enjoyed talking to Katie 
and Sara this morning. They remind me so much of 
myself when I was their age. 



I remember seeing older girls and thinking I was never 
going to grow up. I thought I'd always be clumsyand 
gangly, never knowing what to sayorhow to act. Take 
it from me - everyone does grow up. 

It all starts during a time called puberty. That's when 
chemical substances called hormones start triggering 
all kinds of changes in your body. 

For girls, puberty usually starts between the ages of 
eight and sixteen. Exactly when puberty begins for 
you is largely determined by heredity, the traits you 
got from your parents. You can't hurry puberty, and 
you can't slow it down. But when it comes you'll find 
yourself changing from a girl to a young woman. 

At the beginning of puberty the hormones cause a 
sudden spurt of phyBical growth. You'll grow taller 
and heavier, and your feet may grow rapidly. At about 
the same time, you'll ataJt to developthe physical traits 
of a female adult. Your breasts will begin to develop, 
and hair will start to grow in the pubic area. 

Remember, puberty is a growth procesa that happens 
over time, and over time there will be more changes. 

Your hips will become broader and rounder, and your 
waist will nanow. Hair will grow under your arms 
and on your legs. And aometime during pubertyyou'll 
experienceyour first menstrual period. \4k'll talkmore 
about that in a few minutes. 

You can also expect some other changes as you move 
through puberty. 

Sweat glands in your body will develop, and that 
means body odor will increase. 

So it's important to bathe or shower every day and to 
wear clean clothes. Many girls also start to use an 
underarm deodorant during puberty. 

You'll discover that your oil glands will _begin to 
produce more oil, particularly on your face. With the 
inaease in oil, it's likely you'll have to deal with some 
blemishes, like pimples and blackheads. 

It will help to keep yourslcin clean. Trywashing gently 
with a mild soap or cleanser at least twice a day. 

During puberty, there's a lot going on in your body. 
Sometimes, all that groWing and changing can make 
you feel tired. Don't worry about it. Just get plenty of 
sleep. And listen to your body. When it saya 1t'1 tired, 
give it a rest. 

There are some other ways you can take care of your 
body during puberty. Exercise is important. If you 
stay active, you11 feel 1'etter and look better too. 

And pay attention to what you eat. Stay away &om 
junk food as much as you can, and try to eat healthful 
foods including fresh fruits and vegetables. 

By the time you're around sixteen or seventeen, you 
should be nearly finished with the physicll changes 
of puberty. 

But remember, we're all individuals. Don't be 
concerned if your changes come before or after the 
changes your friends experience. 

MUSIC: 

Just around the comer ... just around thecomer. 

MEGAN: During puberty, an important body system 
reaches maturity- the reproductive system. 

Special structures make up the female reproductive 
system. The largest structure is the uterus, which is 
also called the womb. · The uterus is a muscular organ, 
located in the center of the abdomen, behind the pelvic 
bone. On each side of the uterus is an ovary. Ovaries 
are connected to the uterus by Fallopian tubes. 

The uterus leads to the vagina, a hollow tube that 
connects the uterus to the outside of the body. The 
opening of the vagina is located between the urethra 
and the anus. The ureth~ and the anus are not part of 
the reproductive system. The job of the urethra is to 
discharge liquid waste. The job of the anus is to 
discharge solid waste. 



The purpose of the special structures in the 
reproductive system is to make new human beings. 

The ovaries store thousands of reproductive cells, 
called eggs or ova. Approximately once a month, 
beginning during puberty, an egg reaches maturity in 
an ovary and is released into a Fallopian tube. The 
release of an egg is called ovulation. 

After ovulation. the released egg travels through the 
Fallopian tube on its way to the uterus. It is during 
this journey down the Fallopian tube that the egg can 
be combined with a male reproductive cell, called a 
sperm or a sperm cell. Ifasperm cell joins the egg, we 
say the egg has been fertilized, which also means the 
woman is pregnant. 

During the month, the uterus has built up a soft lining 
of blood and tissue in preparation to receive the 
fertilized egg. A fertilized egg will attach itself to the 
wall of the uterus, where it will be protected and 
nourished as it grows into a baby. 

MUSIC: 

Just around the comer ... just around the comer. 

MEGAN: We talked about what happens when an egg 
is fenilized. Now it's time to discuss what happens 
when an egg is not fertilized. 

First of all, if the egg is not fertilized, it does not attach 
to the uterus wall. Instead, here's what happens: the 
built up inner lining dissolves and slides off the uterus 
wall. Then. over a period of three to seven days, the 
blood and tissue from the lining, and the egg, flow out 
of the body through the vagina. At the same time, a 
new egg is maturing in anovary, and the process begins 
again. 

This process is called menstruation. The discharge is 
called the menstrual flow, and the days during which 
the menstrual flow occurs are called the menstrual 
period. The time from one menstrual period to the 
next is called the menstrual cycle. 

At first, your menstrual cycle may not be regular. You 
may not have a menstrual period every month, oryour 
periods may vary in duration from month to month. 

But eventually, you can expect to menstnaate for about 
three to seven days every 26 to 35 days. 

Every girl is different, and every girl has her own cycle. 
These differenc:es are normal. 

You might find it helpful to use a calendar to record 
when your period begins and how many days your 
period lasts. 

That way you can learn about your own rhythm and 
what to expect each month. 

During menstruation, the flow of blood must be 
absorbed. Some girls use sanitary napkins, soft pads 
that attach to the inside of underwear with self 
adhesive strips. ·These pads are available in a variety 
of styles, and in various thicknesses suitable for days 
when the menstrual flow is heavy or light. 

Sanitary napkins are comfortable, and they can't be 
seen through your clothing. 

Some girls use tampons to absorb the flow of menstrual 
blood. Instead of being worn like a pad, a tampon is 
placed inside the vagina. 

You should talk to your mother, or another adult 
woman, such as a school nurse, about whether sanita.Jy 
napkins or tampons are best for you. 

Whatever you choose, pads or tampons should be 
changed several times each day. The used pad or 
tampon should be wrapped in toilet tissue and placed 
in a waste container. Restrooms often have special 
containers for this purpose. Please remember, pads 
and tampons should never be flushed down the toilet. 
It's also a good idea to carry a pad or a tampon with 
you in case you start menstruating when you're away 
from home. 

https://sanita.Jy
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Your menstrual period shouldn't prevent you from 
enjoying your usual activities, including most sports. 
If you choose to use a tampon, you can even go 
swimming. 

Physically you should feel fine during your period, 
although you may have mild abdominal cramps. 
Usually this disa>mfort can be eased by a heating pad. 
Some light exen:ise might also help. 

During your period, or perhaps just before it begins, 
you may feel a little down. A touch of the blues seems 
to be normal for a Jot of girls. But don't worry. The 
blues will pass very quickly. 

The beginning of menstruation is a normal and natural 
part of life. It's also a sign your reproductive system is 
maturing. 

MUSIC: 

Just around the corner. 

MECAN: Puberty is an exciting time. Those hormones 
kick in and you can see yourself growing and changing 
and becoming a young woman. But the same 
hormones that trigger these physical changes can also 
trigger new feelings. And some of these new feelings 
may be a little hard to deal with. 

When I was in puberty, my moods were always 
changing. I'd be happy one moment and grumpy the 
next. You might find yourself getting mad over nothing 
or crying about the littlest thing. These mood swings 
are completely normal during puberty. 

If you're anything like I was, you might become a little 
more interested in pays during puberty. You might 
also feel more sensitive about what your peers say, and 
you'll probably start to worry about your appearance. 
Sometimes growing up can be a little tough and a little 
confusing. 

That's why it's a good idea to find an adult you can 
trust, someone you can talk to about your feelings, 

someone who can answer your questions. A parent is 
the best person to go to with your questions. Your 
parents have a lot of experience they can share with 
you, and they have your very best interests at heart. 

That makes parents the first choice for the kind ofhelp 
you need. But a school nurse, a teacher, or someone at 
church can also be a good listener and advisor. 

Growing up isn't always easy, and some days it may 
seem very hard. But everyone gets through it, and so 
will you. 

And one day - just around the comer -you'll look 
back and smile. You just won't believe the changes. 

MUSIC: 

You won't believe the changes 
You're going to see . 
Just around the comer ... just around thecorner. 
We're gonna like the people 
We're growing to be 
Just around the comer ... just around the comer, 
Just around the comer ... just around the comer, 
Just around thecomer ... just around thecomer, 
Just around the comer. 
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VOCABULARY 

abdomen organ 
abdominal cramps ovary 
anus ovulation 
body system ovum,ova 
deodorant peer 
discharge pelvic bone 
egg physical 
emotional pregnant 
Fallopian tube puberty 
female pubic area 
fertilized reproductive cell 
heredity reproductive system 
hormones sanitary napkin 
male sweat gland 
maturity sperm 
menstrual cycle tampon 
menstrual flow urethra 
menstrual period uterus 
menstruation vagina 
oil gland womb 

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS 

1. To provide a definition of puberty. 

2. To identify certain physical changes girls will 
experience during puberty. 

3. To explore emotional changes that may occur 
during puberty. 

4. To identify the structures ofthe female reproductive 
system. 

5. To explain the process of menstruation. 

6. To promote good hygiene and health habits during 
puberty. 

7. To promote a positive attitude toward change. 
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 

1. Have each student write a paragraph describing 
the kind of person she would lilce to be when she is 
an adult. 

2. Display an anatomical model or drawing of the 
female reproductive system. Ask students to locate 
and identify the Fallopian tubes, ovaries, uterus, 
and vagina. 

3. Do students sometimes feel awkward or clumsy?. 
Put students into groups of two or three and ask 
them to create brief skits dramatizing an 
uncomfortable or embarrassing moment. Discuss 
how it helps to develop a sense of humor about 
such moments. It's good to learn to laugh at 
ourselves. Discuss whether it isalso good to laugh 
at others. 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. Puberty is a time of rapid and dramatic change, 
but our bodies are changing throughout our whole 
lives. What are some of the ways your body has 
grown and changed since you were born? 

2. What does it mean to be grown up? What are some 
of the differences between a girl and a woman? 

3. It is always important to consider the feelings of 
other boys and girls. What are some reasons this 
might be especially important during puberty? 

4. What if you begin menstruating at school? Who 
could help? Where could you go for feminine 
protection products? 

5. What changes of puberty make personal hygiene 
important? 

6. It helps to talk with someone about the changes of 
puberty, Who are some of the people who might 
be good sources of information? Are classmates 
good sources of information? 
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